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Understanding omplex systems through examples:A framework for qualitative example �nding.
Abstrat

Many omplex information systems in siene, business and designhave the harateristi that we an lassify objets in the system insome way, but that these lassi�ations are distributed through a pa-rameter spae in some omplex fashion. In order for a human to get anunderstanding of the system, we would like to present this user withone example of an objet for eah lass. Examples of suh problemsan be found in information retrieval, bioinformatis, omputationalgeometry, omputer-aided design, software testing and ellular au-tomata. In this paper we will show how problems in all these areasan be put into a general framework of �nding qualitative examples,and argue that general heuristi approahes to this type of problemare an important and negleted area of mahine learning. We on-trast this with some other well-studied problems, showing how thisproblem is distint and investigating what we an learn from theseproblems. We then disuss some of the requirements for a heuristito solve these problems, and mention some reent work on this usinggeneti algorithms.
Keywords: Heuristis, lassi�ation, novelty, diversity, information sys-tems, mahine learning.
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INTRODUCTION.
The onept of meta-heuristis (Osman, 1996; Reeves, 1993; Corne et al.,1999) is a powerful idea in solving problems involving omplex informationsystems. A meta-heuristi is a tehnique for �nding approximate solutionsto a problem, whih an be applied to a large number of di�erent domainsof appliation.The two anonial examples of the sort of problem a meta-heuristi antakle are optimization and searh. Examples of meta-heuristi methods forthese types of problem are geneti algorithms, hill-limbing and simulatedannealing. To solve a partiular problem using suh a tehnique we need todo two things. Firstly we need to show how the partiular problem we havein hand an be phrased in terms of the method. So in geneti algorithmswe need to provide a measure of solution quality (\�tness") and operatorsfor rossover and mutation of solutions. In a hill-limbing method we alsoneed to provide a quality measure, but we need a \move" operator whihsays how we hoose the next solution in eah round of the iteration. Wean then apply the method, typially by running it on the omputer. It isthe �rst stage whih distinguishes meta-heuristis from heuristi methodswhih have been reated with a spei� problem in mind. A meta-heuristian be applied to many di�erent spei� problems, and it has the advantage(modulo the arguments in (Wolpert and Maready, 1995; Culberson, 1998;Tuson, 1999)) that an improvement to the meta-heuristi will redound to
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improvements aross a range of problems.This is a powerful methodology; nonetheless we appear to be stuk ina rut in whih searh and optimization are the only two areas for whihmeta-heuristis have been developed. In this paper I would like to outline anew area|qualitative example-�nding|whih appears ripe for the reationof meta-heuristi methods. In order to do this I explain what a qualitativeexample-�nding problem is, show how a large number of real-world problems�t naturally into this framework, and then disuss strategies for reatingmeta-heuristis for this problem area.Qualitative example-�nding is an interesting mahine learning problemwhih has not been investigated as a general problem. Traditional mahinelearning is the problem of abstrating a set of lassi�ation rules from a setof examples plaed into lasses. The qualitative example �nding problemis, in some sense, the \opposite" problem. Given a proedure for lassifyingobjets, an we �nd an example of an objet for eah lass? This is an inter-esting problem with wide potential appliation, yet no general heuristis forthis problem have been investigated. Perhaps this is beause mahine learn-ing �ts into a lear arti�ial intelligene tradition of attempting to reproduehuman abilities, whereas qualitative example �nding is a problem involvingthe use of omputers to help human understanding, whih is a ompletelydi�erent area of study.More formally the qualitative example-�nding problem is this. We aregiven a large set of objets, O, and another (smaller) set C, together with
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a lassifying funtion f : O ! C. We assume that there is some underly-ing struture to the way in whih these objets are lassi�ed, but that thisstruture is non-trivial and that we don't have any meta-knowledge suh asthe kinds of rules used to assign the lassi�ations to the objets. Let us alsosay that alulating the lassi�ation assigned to a partiular objet is notomputationally trivial, and that there is no way of doing a diret reversealulation of a sample objet given a partiular lass. This, ombined withthe large size of the set of objets, renders an enumerative searh of the spaeO omputationally out of the question. The problem we want to solve is to�nd an example of an objet whih �ts into eah lassi�ation, i.e. a setfo1; o2; : : : ; ong � O suh that ff(o1); f(o2); : : : ; f(on)g = C. One we havefound one example in a lass we are no longer interested in �nding otherexamples in that lass, and there is no onept of one objet being \better"or \�tter" than another in an absolute sense. Clearly the sort of situationwe are onsidering is where the lassi�ation needs to be alulated, not justwhere all of the data is stored in a database.Related problems require us to reate the lassi�ation as we go along,based on some kind of metri that we impose on O. Another variant is wherewe are able to lassify things exatly, but we don't know how many membersare in the lassi�ation set before we start.
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QUALITATIVE EXAMPLE FINDING PROB-
LEMS.
In the previous setion we have outlined an abstrat problem area. In thissetion we will show how problems from a number of di�erent areas an beplaed into this framework. This demonstrates that e�ort spent on develop-ing a general heuristi for problems of this type would be a valuable ativity.
Creating test suites for agents and other software.
An autonomous agent (Huhns and Singh, 1998; Maes, 1994) is a piee ofsoftware whih is supplied with various goals and a wide variety of possiblesimple behavioural patterns. The software is programmed at a high level tolearn ways to ombine those behaviours is suh a way as to ahieve the goals.Typially suh an agent would work in a dynami environment. Howeverin advane of releasing it into that environment we would like to test it bypresenting it with a range of qualitatively di�erent senarios, and hekingthat it an ope with eah of those test senarios. Simply reating these testsenarios by hoosing environments at random is not guaranteed to produea range of qualitatively di�erent behaviours, and generating them by hand islikely to be time-onsuming. If we an generate a set of qualitatively di�erenttest environments in an automati way then we have a good basis for testingthe agent.A problem within a similar domain is explored in (Menzer et al., 1999).
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This is one of very few papers to takle a qualitative example �nding problem.This paper is onerned with evolving a variety of distint arhitetures foragents based around neural networks.This system is based on the idea of loal seletion (Menzer and Belew,1998). In this sheme eah solution maintains an \energy" value as one ofits attributes. This energy value begins at a ertain value, and energy isgained by being in a good area of the searh spae, and energy is redued ifthere are multiple agents attempting to explore the same region of the searhspae. Seletion is loal in the sense that there is a �xed energy thresholdbelow whih individuals are removed from the population, rather than so-lutions being globally ompared to other solutions. Variations in seletionpressure are maintained by a rule enforing total energy onservation and apopulation size whih is variable, where inrease in population size oursby good solutions reahing a \reprodution threshold" where they split anddivide their energy between the two hildren.Nonetheless there are limitations to the work desribed in (Menzer et al.,1999). Firstly they make no use of reombination, and it would be interestingto see if reombination ould work to bring together strutural features whihlead to inreased diversity. Seondly they are still largely working within anoptimization framework, there is the onept of improving a solution that hasbeen found, whereas in a lot of the problems that we are looking at there is nosuh onept. Nonetheless it remains the only attempt at expliitly searhingfor diversity using geneti-like methods rather than doing optimization.
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Other related problems our in generating a reasonable suite of testexamples for testing a omplex program. We an imagine two di�erent kindsof proesses here. The �rst just looks into the appliation domain, and theproblem here is to reate a tratable number of test examples whih providea wide range of qualitative behaviours found in the problem domain. Theseond would be to interat with a partiular program that was to be tested.We generate a range of potential inputs, and monitor whih parts of theprogram are being well tested by these inputs, then we use this data to �ndexamples whih test other parts of the program.
Software seurity.
Work by Forrest and others (Forrest et al., 1997; D'haeseleer et al., 1996;Dasgupta and Attoh-Okine, 1997) has made use of diversity for omputerseurity. The ore onept here is that one of the major seurity holes inomputer systems is their similarity|the same software is run by many peo-ple, and so if someone an exploit a loophole in the way that software iswritten, they an breah the seurity of many systems. Also the potentialraker of the seurity of the system an use software idential to that of theirintended vitim in order to searh for suh loopholes. An example of theirdiversity-based method to defeat this kind of problem is that of randomizedompilation|this reates many di�erent forms of a program by treating thearbitrary deisions that ompilers must make in a speial way. Traditionallyompilers have responded to the need to make arbitrary deisions by tak-
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ing a standardised default value. In randomized ompilation these arbitrarydeisions are made at random, whih means that many di�erent ompiledversions of the same funtionally-equivalent program an be reated.
Information retrieval.
Most problems in information retrieval have the avour of optimization prob-lems : we have a ertain number of requirements and onstraints and a largepool of data, and we want to �nd the examples of that data whih satisfythese onstraints and requirements in the best way. A anonial example ofthis kind of problem is free-text information retrieval (van Rijsbergen, 1979;Belew, 2000). Here we want to �nd the douments that most auratelymath a number of query words, some of whih may be marked as essential,or ranked in some way, or linked by boolean relations, et etera.One diÆulty with information retrieval is that one query often mapsonto a number of distint qualitative areas of oneptual spae, e.g. \java"maps onto a ountry, a programming language and a kind of o�ee. Solutionsto these diÆulties sometimes require a more sophistiated knowledge of thequery language than is possessed by the typial individual using the system,and sometimes they fox even the advaned user.Thus we have the following problem. Given an information retrieval prob-lem suh as this, an we present the user not with the set of solutions whih\best" math the riteria, but instead present the user with a set of solutionswhih \minimally" math the riteria, but whih illustrate wildly di�erent
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ontexts for whih the riteria hold. We an then have a seond stage atwhih the user \ontextualizes" the searh by hoosing one of those on-texts, and the omputer automatially reates a seond searh based on thedata ontained in douments whih math well with that ontext.Perhaps there are some useful ideas to be drawn from work on the \op-posite" problem, i.e. �nding information that is very similar (Dean andHenzinger, 1999; Broder et al., 1997).There are some related questions onerning data mining (Piatetsky-Shapiro and Frawley, 1991), whih is the attempt to disover interestingpatterns in large databases. We an imagine using a qualitative example-�nding tehnique to disover a range of qualitatively di�erent patterns in aset of data.Another related problem onsists of exploring some kind of territory,whether real or virtual, in whih a number of items of many di�erent types arefound. The prototypial example here is arhaeologial exploration, wherewe would like to explore a large area of ground and disover a diversity of ob-jets that are used in that area; it is better to �nd one example of eah kindof historial objet than it is to �nd hundreds of examples of the same thing.Again we have a qualitative example �nding problem; given eah disoverywe an measure some of its harateristis (ranging from physial harater-istis to speulations about the role in the soiety that the objet will havehad, and we would like our heuristi to estimate where in the domain weshould look for other objets whih are di�erent from the ones that we have
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found so far.
Knot lassi�ation and other mathematial problems.
Mathematial knot theory (Adams, 1994; Murasugi, 1996) is the study ofthe plaement of loops in spae. These three dimensional strutures are om-monly studied by means of diagrams, i.e. 4-valent plane graphs with under-and over- rossings marked. One important problem in knot theory is knotlassi�ation, i.e. �nding a sample diagram for eah distint lass of spatialstrutures. For a given number of rossings there are many two dimensionalknot diagrams with that number of rossings (note that for every n-vertex4-valent planar graph we an reate 2n knot diagrams by hoosing rossingsas over- or under- rossings). A similar alulation holds for braids|for a n-rossing m-string braid there are nm2n di�erent braids. However these knotsan be put into a muh smaller number of ategories based around the no-tion of two diagrams being \ambient isotopi", that is representing di�erentviews of a topologially idential three dimensional objet. For example for16 rossings there are around 1024 braids of 16 strings (whih inludes, if weremove trivial loops, all of the braids of fewer strings), but only 10468805topologially distint knots (Hoste et al., 1998).This is an interesting piee of algebra whih has appliations in theoret-ial physis, for example the solutions of ertain alulations in topologialquantum �eld theories orrespond to the di�erent types of knots that an befound (Witten, 1989; Aneziris, 1994).
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It is not trivial to alulate whether two knots belong to the same las-si�ation (Birman and Hirsh, 1998; Aneziris, 1994; Hoste et al., 1998).Nonetheless we an alulate invariants, whih are funtions have the prop-erty that if we alulate the same invariant for objets whih belong in twodi�erent lasses, then they must belong to two di�erent lasses (Jones, 1985;Kau�man, 1987; Kau�man, 1988). We an alulate a reasonable upperbound on the number of lasses that there are, but there are no sharp boundsknown for this.There are some other mathematial problems with similar harateristis.For example in Gilbert Baumslag's omputational group theory programmagnus (Baumslag, 1993) there are routines whih generate elements of a(possibly in�nite) group. One danger with this kind of routine is that itan will \get stuk into a rut" produing examples whih just reet theunderlying struture of the algorithm whih is generating them, rather thanpresenting a diverse set of examples whih ould be studied further. A systemwhih generated suh a diverse set would be valuable, and the meaning of\diverse" ould be steered by the user in an interative way. Work on otherparts ofMagnus has shown that geneti algorithms an be used in this domain(Miasnikov, 1999; Baumslag et al., 1999).
Protein folding and drug disovery.
Inreasingly researh is �nding out more and more about ways in whihthe sequene of a DNA moleule tells us about the geometri and reative
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struture of the resultant protein moleule. Similar things exist in manyother areas of hemistry. However this kind of problem is a omputationallyintensive task.One thing that we would like to do, e.g. in drug disovery, is to takea partiular kind of hemial struture, and disover the qualitatively dif-ferent physial and reative strutures that di�erent examples of this kindof hemial an take on. We an imagine a situation in whih arrying outhundreds of experiments with real hemials is ostly and time-onsuming,and so we would like to narrow down our searh to just those experimentswhih are likely to produe qualitatively di�erent behaviours. Clearly thisis a very hard problem|at present we don't have a lot of detail about howthe proteins fold, even|but it is an interesting potential appliation of theseideas.We an imagine doing this in one of two ways. One idea would be to usean expliit folding model to disover the tertiary struture of the resultanthemial, and to searh for as muh diversity in this struture as possible.This would require an understanding of protein folding and related areas farin advane of urrent knowledge, though this is a rapidly advaning area ofsiene. An alternative would be to take data from experiments and use thatdata to suggest whih variants are likely to be di�erent from the examplesalready tested. A similar approah (using indutive logi programming ratherthan GAs, and using expliit optimization riteria) as been investigated byKing, Muggleton and olleagues (King et al., 1992; King et al., 1995).
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Cellular automata.
Cellular automata (Wolfram, 1994) produe various behaviours dependingon the parameters used to desribe the interations between ells and, toa lesser extent, the intimal on�guration hosen. These di�erent qualita-tive behaviours result in a omplex way from the interations between theells. It would be an interesting problem to attempt to evolve a diversity ofbehaviour. This ould be ahieved by searhing the spae of di�erent start-ing on�gurations for those that demonstrate these di�erent behaviours, orby searhing the spae of rule sets in an attempt to �nd those rules whihprodue interestingly diverse qualitative behaviours.
Finding diverse behaviours in a simulated dynamial
system.
Another area of interest is suggested by the work of Nowak and Sigmundon the iterated prisoner's dilemma (Nowak and Sigmund, 1992). In theirexperiments they �nd that the presene in the initial population of just oneor two solutions from a partiular part of the searh spae hanges the longterm dynamis of the game in a substantial way. In this ase there are only asmall number of qualitative dynamis produible within the system. Howeverwe an imagine other systems whih have a wide variety of dynamis, e.g.in a simulation of the spread of a disease (Bailey, 1975; Anderson and May,1991; DeAngelis and Gross, 1992) where we want to know what the range of
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results might be from various intervention strategies. These interventions donot neessarily produe a simple linear range of results|some might ausethe disease to be eradiated in part of the population, so might ause ageneral deline in the level of the disease in the population, whilst othersmight ause an evolutionary hange in the disease itself (Nesse and Williams,1995; Ewald, 1994).Similar problems our in �nding a good range of starting values fora geneti algorithm. It may be interesting to begin a geneti algorithmfuntion optimizer with a step in whih we alulate an initial populationthat samples the searh spae by �nding a qualitatively diverse set of initialsolutions, rather than seleting at random. A similar idea ould be used for�nding neighbourhoods to explore in tabu searh. In tabu searh we need tolook around the neighbourhood for a next best solution, however sometimesthe neighbourhood is too large to searh exhaustively (Glover et al., 1993;Glover, 1990). Rather than seleting at random it might be good to runsome quik proedure for �nding a qualitatively diverse set of possible nextsteps.
Exploring the range of a sound synthesis algorithm.
In my earlier work on evolutionary interfaes for sound synthesis algorithms(Johnson, 1999), I developed a system whih allowed users to rate soundsaording to their level of interest in that sound or aording to how loselythe sound approximated some sound that they were searhing for. The pro-
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gram would then present the user with the result of breeding the parameterstrings whih were used to generate those sounds, whih would typially beloser to them than the non-hosen ones.Now when playing with this program I found that there was another wayof working, whih was to set the mutation rate fairly high, then narrow inone one area of the sound-spae, then move onto another area, and by doingso get a feel for the entirety of the sound apability of the synthesis algorithmbeing used. This again is an example of qualitative example-�nding, thoughwe don't know in advane what the ategories will be.So our problem is to write some kind of algorithm whih allows us toinput some kind of synthesis algorithm and whih outputs an example ofeah of the qualitatively di�erent sounds whih that algorithm is apable ofproduing. There are two possible ways of doing this, the �rst would be todo some aoustial analysis on the phenotypes, and derive some measuresfrom this. The alternative would be to do this through interation with theuser. Both of these are interesting, and it would be worth doing the two andattempting a omparison.
Evolutionary design.
Evolutionary methods have been used for a wide variety of design problems,as surveyed in (Bentley, 1999). Domains that have been explored by thesemethods inlude design of industrial proesses (Goldberg, 1989; Parmee,1996; Parmee, 1997; Parmee, 1998), design of mehanial linkages (�Ekart,
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2000), design of eletroni iruitry (Miller et al., 1999), and arhiteture(Jakson, 1999; Rosenman, 2000).These programs failitate the exploration of design-spae in various ways.Some of them are very traditional geneti algorithms, e.g. where there arelarge numbers of mehanial or physial onstraints and the aim is to �nda satisfatory design whih satis�es all of these onstraints within a ertaintolerane. More interesting in the ontext of this projet are those programswhih failitate exploration of a wide range of possible designs.This idea is found partiularly in the arhitetural work. The work ofJakson (1999) and Rosenmann (1999) is designed to allow arhitets to ex-plore the di�erent possibilities of reating some kind of struture by allowingthem to explore the spae of possible designs, ombining interesting featuresfrom di�erent designs. In their work this is guided by a human user, whorates the designs. It would be interesting to explore an alternative approahwhere the system generates a wide diversity of possible designs, rather thantrying to \optimize" designs one at a time. Instead we take ertain basiphysial, funtional and other onstraints and reate a wide sample of de-signs whih satisfy that onstraint, thus giving the designer an overview ofthe struture of the design-spae.
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RELATED APPROACHES.
A number of other problems have a some ommonality with the qualitativeexample �nding problem. In this setion we shall outline a number of theseproblems, suggest ways in whih they are distint from qualitative example�nding, and examine ways in whih solutions to these problems might inspireheuristis for our problems.
Mahine learning of lassi�ations from examples.
A problem whih has some of the same harateristis as the above problemsis that of mahine learning of lassi�ations from examples. These kind ofproblems are partiularly well studied in the neural networks ommunity,using tehniques suh as ompetitive learning (Hertz et al., 1991; Bishop andHinton, 1995). The idea here is to take a set of training examples eah ofwhih has been lassi�ed as belonging to one of a set of lasses. The programlearns some of the features of those examples, either by expliit symbolilearning or more typially by �nding some subsymboli \representation",and this learning is then applied to testing new examples whih haven't beenpresented during the training stage.A typial appliation of this is in reognizing people from images or bio-metri data suh as gait or �ngerprint (Jia and Nixon, 1995; Jain et al.,1999). In these irumstanes there are a large (potentially in�nite) set ofimages of eah of a number of people, and we take a set of those to train our
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system. Then, when a new image is presented, e.g. by a amera taking aphoto, the omputer then tries to reognize the person. Similar ideas havebeen used in e.g. handwriting reognition.As disussed above, this is distint from our problem, in that we alreadyknow the lassi�ation proedure and we want to know the examples.An important idea that we an take from this kind of work is the ideaof proessing information in a subsymboli fashion (Brooks, 1991b; Brooks,1991a). In traditional AI a major problem was that of �nding representationsfor knowledge. Neural networks and similar systems have demonstrated thatthere is no need to diretly represent eah piee knowledge in a system is adisrete way. We an use this idea when it omes to produing heuristis forqualitative example �nding. For example a useful onept in suh heuristismight be the ability of a partiular substruture of an objet to have lotsof distintly lassi�ed objets built on it. A symboli approah would be toidentify these regions expliitly, but the subsymboli paradigm shows thatthis expliit representation is not neessary.
Classi�er systems.
A lassi�er is a rule of the form if pattern then replaement pattern. Wean use sets of these rules as the beginning of a system that learns to �ndpatterns in data, a so-alled lassi�er system. Suh a system onsists ofpopulations of these rules, together with a system for the apportionment ofredit to the various rules that have found a suessful example and a way
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of manipulating this population based on that apportionment, often by theuse of a geneti algorithm. Details an be found in (Goldberg, 1989).As with mahine learning problems, lassi�er systems are onerned withthe extration of rules from examples, whereas we are onerned with theopposite problem. Again, the main lesson to take away from this problemarea is the importane of subsymboli approahes.
Computational models of reativity.
One of the perennial minor themes of arti�ial intelligene researh over theyears is how to make omputers at in a reative manner. These have beenpursued both with the motivation of understanding the nature of humanreativity and with the motivation of produing reative work in a omputerby means whih don't orrelate with ways in whih humans are reative.These ideas are reviewed in (Boden, 1990; Partridge and Rowe, 1994).Suh studies date bak to the early years of AI researh. They an be splitloosely into two di�erent kinds of models|those whih attempt to model thehuman aspet of reativity, and those that attempts to �nd an alternativeomputational model for reativity.Some of these programs are designed to be reative within artisti do-mains, suh as Cohen's drawing program aaron (Cohen, 1999), and programsdesigned to write stories (Meehan, 1977; Rater, 1984).Other suh programs work in sienti� and mathematial domains, suhas Lenat's ontroversial AM (Lenat and Brown, 1984; Rithie and Hanna,
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1984), work on onjeture-making in graph theory (Epstein, 1988), and var-ious programs whih make onjetures about hemial reations (Langleyet al., 1987). The important feature of these programs is that they are notfoussed on solving spei� problems, but they take a large database of in-formation and attempt to indue onjetures from that information by amixture of domain knowledge, ways of ating on this domain knowledge and\meta-knowledge" about what kinds of patterns are \interesting". So forexample am ontains basi domain knowledge about set theory, ways of at-ing on this suh as making onjetures, investigating the onverse of knowntheorems, and so on, and meta-heuristis suh as saying that some operatoris interesting if it an be repeated an inde�nite amount of times.A third kind of \reative" system is that of reative analogy �nding. Thisis typi�ed by the work of Hofstadter, Mithell and others on analogy making(Hofstadter and The Fluid Analogies Researh Group, 1998; Mithell, 1996).A typial experiment of this kind will involve a pattern problem like \if aabbeomes aabd, then what does ab beome?". The methodology here issimilar to the more open ended systems suh as am, in that it works froma ertain set of heuristis about how to manipulate these symbols, and aparallel set of heuristis about whih kinds of patterns should be treated asmost interesting.In a similar vein is the work of Partridge and Rowe (1994) on reatingsystems whih attempt to indutively learn the rules whih are being used toreate a pattern in a sequene of symbols presented to the omputer. This
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attempts to go beyond simple unstrutured sets of rules by allowing rulesto be assoiated with subgoal strutures known as \k-lines", whih abstratgroups of rules whih work together well to ahieve subgoals. These are thenreused in solving other problem areas.Finally a kind of reativity has been suggested for systems whih are ableto solve well-spei�ed problems in interesting way, suh as geneti program-ming (Koza, 1992). Thus we �nd papers whih laim to use geneti methodsas a \disovery engine" (Miller et al., 1999). This would seem to be a weakerform of reativity than the laims made above.A major division here (see (Boden, 1990; Nelson, 1999) for more dis-ussion) is between two types of reative behaviour. In the �rst kind ofbehaviour, there is a domain whih an be desribed exatly, however theomplex properties of the domain are not obvious from its desription, and soreativity onsists of �nding \novel" things within this domain. The seondtype of reativity onsists of \jumping out" of the present domain entirely,and reating a new domain in whih to think. Whether these two kinds ofreativity are really distint is part of the ongoing philosophial debate onthe nature of knowledge. It may be that for a suÆiently broad de�nitionwe an say that all \knowledge" exists, and the hallenge is in searhing ina suÆiently eÆient way through the searh spae. Nonetheless there is apratial element to this when onstruting arti�ial intelligene systems, asrepresenting a limited knowledge domain is an standard task on a omputer,so the distintion here is probably learer than when we are onsidering hu-
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man reativity.There is a lot of ommon ground between the kind of work that we aredoing and these studies in omputational reativity. However the work inAI on reativity is foussed largely on understanding the reative faulty inhuman ognition, whereas we are interested in the disovery of novelty us-ing any method, regardless of its onnetion to human reativity. Anotherontrast is that we are interested in �nding a range of qualitative examplesrather than �nding partiularly \interesting" ones. In many ways the on-trast between this work and the problems desribed here is that in the studiesof reativity we are interested in what makes a partiular solution \interest-ing", whereas in our problems we are onentrating more on what makesa solution \di�erent". For example in a program whih reates interestingmusi, we are interested not in exploring the entirety of musial spae withina single song, but on narrowing in on a small area of that spae.Furthermore we are exploring a prede�ned searh-spae in arrying outthis kind of analysis. Our interest is in how we an explore this searh-spaein an eÆient way, rather than looking into how we an esape from thesearh-spae.Nonetheless these studies of reativity have somewhat of a similar feel towhat we are trying to ahieve in the problems desribed here, and there area number of tehniques drawn from these studies whih ould prove useful.One idea that is partiularly interesting is the idea of \searh heuristis".In programs suh as am, one of the big ideas is that of the program applying
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a range of heuristi tehniques to suggest how one established idea an beturned into another. In suh programs the heuristis transform one solu-tion into another, for example using ideas suh as \reate the onverse ofthis statement" and \swapping an and for an or" (Boden, 1990). This hassimilarities to a symboli version of the mutation operator. It would be inter-esting to explore other kinds of operator designed to work in a similar way tothe reombination operator, i.e. providing standard heuristis for ombiningtwo or more onepts. There may be some ideas for suh heuristis in worksuh as that of Polya (1945) and De Bono (1990) whih attempts to unpakthe heuristis used by humans in reative problem solving. This provides aninterestingly ontrasted view on what geneti algorithms are doing.Another interesting idea whih an be drawn from a lot of studies ofreativity (see e.g. (Boden, 1990)) is that it is not just suÆient for a systemto do reative things, but that a system must reognize when it is beingreative. There may be some way of asting this into a geneti algorithmsframework by a dynamially reated �tness funtion whih measures thenovelty of a system, remembering that novelty in our problems is a well-de�ned property, in ontrast to the problems disussed by the omputationalreativity researhers.
Cluster analysis and related approahes.
Another idea whih has some super�ial similarities with what we are tryingto ahieve is that of luster analysis, whih is a statistial tehnique whih
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takes multivariate data and groups it into a number of lusters based aroundmetris in the spae of solutions (Krzanowski, 1990).There are other problems whih are in the domain of \grouping". A wellknown NP-hard problem is the bin paking problem, whih onsists of �llinga number of ontainers of a given apaity with a number of objets of givensize. A similar problem is the set partitioning problem where we want tosplit down a set into a number of ategories, assigning eah member of theset to one of those ategories in suh a way that some soring funtion ismaximized. This is use e.g. in transport sheduling, where a number ofairraft have to be assigned to a number of limited-apaity routes in a waythat minimizes distane travelled. Both of these problems have been takledusing geneti algorithms (Falkenauer, 1998; Levine, 1994).In the luster analysis problems we are working from a large body of dataabout the problem at hand. We are interested instead in the kind of problemwhih is too large for traditional statistial analysis, and where we insteadneed to provide a strategy for deiding whih data to ompute in the �rstplae.The grouping problems are di�erent in a distint way. These problemsare essentially optimization problems, rather than example-�nding problems.Furthermore the individual solution string in one of these problems repre-sents a whole solution to the problem (i.e. it is an example of a Pitt approah,to use a well-known terminology from mahine learning/lassi�er systems),whereas we are interested in problems requiring a Mihigan approah, where
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the individual hromosomes eah represent a single omponent of the solu-tion.It is diÆult to see how these ideas an be adapted easily for this kind ofresearh. In these kind of problems we need a omprehensive database viewof the population in order to alulate statistial measures on the population,and that is exatly what we don't have in our kind of problem|the phenotypeis alulated in a nontrivial way from its representation, and there is a verylarge population. Also we know the ategories into whih things fall in manyof our problems, whereas in the problems desribed in this setion one of themain aims of the tehnique is to disover the natural ategories for thingsfrom metris on pairs of individual elements in the spae.
Multimodal optimization.
A lass of problems whih have muh in ommon with the kinds of problemsthat we are disussing above are multimodal optimization problems. A mul-timodal optimization problem onsists of some �tness funtion whih has anumber of loal optima, and the aim of the problem is to �nd all of theseoptima, or to �nd all optima whih are above some threshold value, or to�nd a ertain number of loal optima.Multimodal optimization problems have been suessfully takled usinggeneti algorithms. Many of these approahes are based on the idea of nih-ing (Mafoud, 1997), that is modifying the way �tness is distributed so thatsolutions are rewarded both for being �t relative to the problem being solved,
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and also for being distint from other solutions|oupying a partiular nihein the �tness landsape.The �rst approah to this is via �tness sharing (Goldberg and Rihardson,1987). Firstly the �tness of individuals is alulated in a standard way. Thenthis �tness of eah individual is divided by (some funtion of) the numberof individuals whih are \similar" to that individual. This similarity an bede�ned by some metri on the spae of genotypes (Mafoud, 1997), suh ashamming distane, or by the use of an appliation-domain spei� metri onthe phenotype. This an be alulated either diretly, by omparing eahindividual with the others in a strutured way (Goldberg and Rihardson,1987; Deb and Goldberg, 1989), or a statistial tehnique suh as lusteranalysis an be applied to break the population down into similar groupings(Yin and Germay, 1993), or by a prior estimation of the number of nihes inthe population (Miller and Shaw, 1995).Crowding is an alternative approah whih is also based on the idea ofnihe formation (Gr�uninger and Wallae, 1996; Mafoud, 1992). In a rowdingsystem an alternative form of seletion is used whih is in two stages. Firstly alarge number of reombinative pairs are generated at random from the popu-lation, without regard to �tness, and these pairs are then subjeted to a formof seletion where eah of the hildren ompetes against one of its parentsin order to enter into the new population. Deoupling of reombination andseletion ensures that seletion happens loally, whilst reombination allowsglobal information exhange. An alternative is to hoose ertain individuals
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as dominant individuals and, eah generation, lear out all solutions thatdon't fall within a ertain (phenotypi) radius of that individual aordingto some domain-spei� metri (P�etrowski, 1996).An alternative approah to these kind of problems is via an expliit spe-iation approah whih breaks the population down into a number of well-de�ned subpopulations (Deb and Spears, 1997). This an be arried out by anumber of methods. The �rst is to attah \tag bits" to members of the popu-lation, whih say whih other individuals they are allowed to breed with. Analternative is \island models" (Tanese, 1987; Tanese, 1989; Cal�egari et al.,1997), where the population is split into a number of subpopulations, andmost breeding goes on within those subpopulations, with only an oasionalgood solution able to travel between islands. This simulates the onditionsin whih speiation ours in natural populations.Despite the super�ial ommonalities between multimodal optimizationand qualitative example �nding, there is atually a wide gulf between the twoproblems. In the multimodal funtion optimization problems the emphasis isstill on optimization, i.e. the searh spae still has an exogenous �tness fun-tion. This ontrasts with our problems where we are working in a landsapewhere there are only qualitative ategories and not any absolute measure of�tness. We want to reate a system where �nding diverse solutions is thediret goal, not just a byprodut of an exogenous-�tness based optimizationproedure.Also a lot of the work here goes on within the subpopulations, e.g. breed-
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ing within the population to �nd a better example of that loal peak in the�tness landsape. In our problems we are onerned only with �nding anexample in eah lass, one we have found one example we want to moveaway from any further onsideration of items in that lass.Nonetheless it may be possible to use the idea of \nihing" in a di�erentway. A qualitative example �nding heuristi ould reate (temporary) sub-populations whih explore a partiular area of the spae whih is proving tobe a partiularly feund soure of examples, that subpopulation dissolvingaway as that area of the spae beomes \mined out".An area often onfused with multimodal optimization is multiobjetiveoptimization. Whereas multimodal optimization is onerned with �ndingmultiple solutions to a population with a single solution, multiobjetive op-timization is onerned with �nding a single good solution to a problem ona spae where there are several �tness funtions whih need to be ombinedin some way.
Simulating biologial diversity.
A number of omputational studies have investigated the proess wherebydiversity evolves in natural populations. This has drawn both on ideas fromtheoretial evolutionary biology and eology, and on the tehniques of \arti�-ial life" whih provide ways of reating models of populations based aroundsimulating the behaviour and evolution of individuals.A good example of this is the work of Maley (1998,1999). In (Maley, 1999)
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three models are presented whih aim to investigate what harateristis amodel must have in order to satisfy a set of onditions for \open ended"evolution. One of the onditions is that
`An open-ended evolutionary system must exhibit ontinuing(\positive") new adaptive ativity.'

The model used to investigate this is based around a grid, eah of the squaresof whih represents a distint nihe in the environment whih an be oupiedby members of the population. It is shown that pure neutral evolution rapidly�lls up a large number of nihes. However when seletion is inluded in themodel nihes are �lled in a more seletive manner. The simpliity of thenihe struture in these experiments is in marked ontrast to the struturefound in the problems that we are interested in.Clearly in these studies are distintive from qualitative example �ndingin that the aim is that of simulating what happens in the world of naturalbiology, whereas our work is foussed on applying the ideas to other problemdomains. Nonetheless the ideas desribed in (Maley, 1999) begin the investi-gation of whih evolutionary properties are required for ative exploration ofa nihed environment. However the nihing struture in these experimentsis trivial, whereas in our problems the nihes have a omplex geometry inthe searh spae. Seeing whether the onditions outlined by Maley for theexploration of this kind of spae extend to these more omplex nihe-spaesould provide an interesting way forward for approahing these ideas.
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Another area of biologial simulation whih might provide useful is thework that has used the immune system as its soure of inspiration (Dasguptaand Attoh-Okine, 1997; Dasgupta, 1998). This is disussed further below.
CONSTRUCTING HEURISTICS FOR QUAL-
ITATIVE EXAMPLE FINDING.
In this setion of the paper we shall disuss how we an develop heuristisfor �nding qualitative examples. Essentially this is a searh problem|wewant to searh the spae O of objets that fall into ategories whih havenot been explored previously, making use of eah attempt to learn someinformation about the struture of the searh spae and whih areas mightbe more worthy of investigation in the future.
Desirable harateristis of an example �nding heuris-
ti.
We an draw up a number of properties that suh an algorithm might require.Firstly the algorithm should be apable of exploiting any substrutures thatare disovered whih are good building bloks for a wide variety of examples.These substrutures ould be represented expliitly, e.g. by doing some kindof ommonality analysis on a set of objets whih have already been foundand whih span a large number of lasses. These ommon strutures ould
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then be built upon in many di�erent ways. Alternatively we ould representthe building bloks in a subsymboli fashion. This is illustrated by genetialgorithms, where building bloks representing substrutures whih make ahigh ontribution to �tness are indiretly represented by being present in alarge proportion of the population. This lak of diret symboli representa-tion atually adds to the omputational power of GAs|beause the same\subsymbol" an play a role in multiple useful strutures, thus leading toimpliit parallelism (Holland, 1975; Goldberg, 1989).A seond desirable harateristi for these heuristis is that they shouldreognize when they have \mined out" a partiular substruture, and moveon to looking in other areas of the searh spae. This suggests that urrentexplorations shouldn't base themselves on the entire history of the searhproedure, but should forget strutures after a few rounds of exploration.This is how population-based searh tehniques suh as GAs get rid of in-formation whih is useless to them, and it is expliitly used in tabu searh(Glover, 1989; Glover, 1990; Glover et al., 1993), where items on the tabulist are dropped after a few rounds. Similarly a heuristi must reognize(impliitly or expliitly) when a partiular substruture is not a feund baseon whih to build other original strutures. For example in a bioinformatissetting we might be interested in the shape that is presented by a moleule tothe outside world. In this ase, any substruture that ends up folded insidethe moleule and not exposed on the outside at all an be hanged as muhas possible and still have no impat on the lass into whih that moleule is
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put. An algorithm should reognize this (from the lak of hanges of lassi�-ation when this area is modi�ed) and not waste further time exploring thisarea further.Thirdly the algorithm should not return to areas that are mined out orunprodutive. This ould be ahieved either diretly or indiretly. An exam-ple of a diret method would be to use something akin to tabu searh, whihmaintains a list of items in searh spae whih have reently been visited andprevents the algorithm returning to them. Another strategy whih has simi-larities to this, and whih has been applied suessfully to population-basedinremental learning (Baluja, 1994), is the work of Sebag and Shoenhauer(1997), and Robillard and Fonlupt (1999), whih update eah round a vetorof probabilities for eah element in a bitstring summarizing the worst solu-tions so far in an optimization problem. The alternative is to represent theseregions indiretly, for example in a geneti algorithm areas of searh spaewhih are not ontributing to �tness will onverge to values in whih theseareas are avoided.A fourth harateristi that the algorithm will need is the ability to bringtogether ompatible fruitful substrutures, whih suggests the use of a proesssuh as reombination in GAs.Some more subtle harateristis were disovered during early experi-ments with the algorithms. Whilst the harateristis above are not dis-similar to harateristis whih have proven useful for optimization, theseother harateristis are more partiular to the qualitative example �nding
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problem.One problem with early implementations of heuristis for these prob-lems was that solutions whih had fruitful strutures within them were notreognized. Consider a GA-like population based algorithm. We generatea number of solutions, several of whih are in lassed whih haven't beenfound before. However one of these ontains a very fruitful substruture, butbeause only one example of that struture has been found, it is swamped byall of the other less feund solutions and sometimes not hosen for the nextgeneration at all. We have been experimenting with a ouple of remedies forthis problem. The �rst of these (see below) is to use the data about whihsolutions ome from whih parents, and bias the seletion sheme towardsthose individuals whih ome from parents that were more suessful at pro-duing novel solutions by reombination. A seond approah would be totake individuals, apply a hypermutation to them (i.e. a mutation at manytimes the normal mutation rate) several times, and see whih produed mostnovel solutions, then use those as the parents for the next generation.Another problem that has ourred with a GA based approah is thatsometimes the population will only �nd a small number of solutions. Thisobviously eliminates the diversity from the population. Experiments withhypermutation have proven suessful at getting out of these problem areaswithout losing useful strutures within the small number of solutions.
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A GA-based heuristi.
Our initial experiments have onentrated on produing a geneti algorithmbased heuristi for these problems. GAs are apable of exploiting niheswithin a population, and are a searh method whih is based on the exploita-tion of substrutures within a searh spae. Therefore they would seem tobe a good basis for building a qualitative example �nding heuristi.Clearly the main ontrast between traditional GAs and the qualitativeexample �nding problems is that there is no measure of �tness in the latterproblem. It makes no sense to say that one example is \better" than another,or to give it any kind of rating. Our approah to managing this is to reate a�tness value on the y for eah individual in eah generation. This is entirelydependent on the ontext that the individual is in, and the history of whihexamples have been found so far in the run.The simplest way in whih to alloate this �tness is to take eah itemin the population, and alloate it a �tness of 1 if it is in a lass that hasn'tyet had and example, and 0 if it is in a lass whih already has an example.One disadvantage to this is that it sores all items the same, and makesto attempt to identify those whih ontain substrutures whih are likelyto form the basis for other novel solutions. An alternative method whihidenti�es these substrutures onsists of alulating whih members of theurrent population are novel, giving their parents a sore of 1 for eah novelhild, and then assigning the hild the sum of its parents' sores (�gure 1).
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FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE
This has been shown to produe more novel solutions in a shorter timeon some test problems ompared to simply assigning 1 for novel and 0 fornot. Details an be found in the paper (Johnson, 2000).Another feature that has proven suessful in our GA approah to thisproblem is to apply a hypermutation when a population ontains very fewnovel individuals. When a population has very few novel individuals thenthe diversity of the population in the next round will be very low, beausenone of the non-novel solutions will ontribute to that round. In the mostextreme ase, if only one novel solution is found then there will be ompletelyonverged population. To avoid these problems we apply a muh highermutation rate for one generation one the size of the novel population is belowa threshold. This reintrodues enough diversity into the population for it tobe able to begin exploring again, whilst also retaining good substruturesthat are in the small population.We have also arried out experiments on other aspets. Mutation rateexperiments have tended to show that a higher mutation rate than typial isideal on our test problems, a rate of 0.1/bit produing good searh behaviour.This ontrast with the low level of mutation, typially 0.01{0.001/bit, or1bitstring-length (B�ak, 1996) used in optimization GAs. This gives supportto the idea that mutation is the main way in whih these algorithms areexploiting good substrutures. Another experiment whih was less suessful
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was introduing some random strings into the population eah generation toprovide a onstant soure of diversity|this was too blunt an instrument.Details of these experiments an be found in (Johnson, 2000).
Other approahes.
The GA approah has had some suess, and we are looking at other ap-proahes whih ould be used for this problem, either as a omplement to orto work alongside the GA.One approah whih has potential promise is not to populate some arbi-trary \population spae" with the objets in the searh spae, but instead topopulate the searh spae O with individuals, and provide ways for them tomove through the spae, ways for suessful individuals to breed. Thus eahindividual agent would represent a good searh strategy for the neighbour-hood in whih it is loated, and eologial notions suh as rowding ouldbe used to ontrol the exploration of the searh spae. Similar ideas havebeen used in robotis (Watson et al., 1999) and database searhing (Degeratuand Menzer, 2000; Menzer, 1999; Morton-Firth and Bray, 1998). This ap-proah may be more salable than the GA approah, as the population ansplit into smaller subgroups whereas in the GA approah the population willoften follow a single nihe until it is fully exploited, then move onto anothernihe, rather than exploiting ommonalities between nihes to explore eahnihe in a faster way.Another biologial system whih might be useful here are arti�ial im-
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mune systems (Dasgupta, 1998). The idea of an immune system is that itlearns to reognize self from non-self objets, so it might be possible to usean immunity inspired system alongside some searh method to learn whatparts of the spae have already been mined for examples (self) and whihremains to be explored (non-self).A �nal alternative might be to arry out a more symboli, mathematialtreatment of these problems. This ould work by the use of some indutiveproess for learning onstraints, e.g. the system ould learn that ertain partsof the searh spae are mined out and put a onstraint on exploring that partof the spae. Constraint programming (Marriott and Stukey, 1998) ouldthen be used to alulate areas of the searh spae that are most worthyof future exploration. Other related possibilities would be to analyse setsof urrent novel solutions diretly for ommon substrutures, and exploreombinations of these substrutures.
Conlusions and questions.
We has disussed the requirements for a searh-based qualitative example�nding heuristi, explained how we have implemented this heuristi using avariant on GAs and outlined alternative approahes. Our major e�ort nowis onerned with saling these approahes up to more realisti problems. Anumber of outstanding questions remain.

� How well do these methods sale to realisti problems?
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� How general an these heuristis be? Will they be apable of beingapplied to a wide variety of problems as e.g. GAs, simulated annealingand neural networks have been, or will they need a lot of individualtuning for individual problems?
� How an we analyse these methods theoretially? Are there analogiesof Holland's shema theorem (Holland, 1975) whih will allow us toformalize some of the informal statements about how substruturesome together.
� What kinds of tunable test examples an we reate whih will allow usto test onjetures about how these algorithms work?

CONCLUSIONS.
In this paper we have shown how a large number of problems from severaldi�erent areas an be shown to be examples of the qualitative example �ndingproblem. This motivates work on general meta-heuristis for this problem.We have shown that the problem is distint from a number of other wellknown problems, and disussed how solutions to the well-known problemsan be used as inspiration for our problem area. Finally we have disussedthe design of qualitative example �nding algorithms, and explained how wehave modi�ed the traditional geneti algorithm to provide a meta-heuristifor these problems.
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Figure 1: A three-part algorithm for on the y �tness assignment.


